
Wake up IF they hide the address!
Then what else can they Hide? & WHY?

“Fully addressed property before you
Address your every investment need”

CAUTION

I Keep advising and doing my very
best to inform investors all the time.
My efforts are still being ignored and
sadly investors are finding out the
hard way. There are lots of people
that proclaim to be USA property
experts. Amazing at several property
shows I met these experts  and most
of them  have never owned a single
piece of  USA real estate , yet they
want a part of your hard earned
money as their next sell and your next
investment.
They promote FREE viewing trips 3
years guaranteed rental and all sorts
of wonderful mouth watering deals.
The fact is Nothing really is free! The
FREE viewing trips have been around

for years and what happens is the
cost of the flights are already added to
the investment cost or commission
percentages. Come on be serious
something for FREE?. The 3 years
rental program. The property has
already been bought at a very low
value  then work is done and its then
re-sold at a high mark up price as a
great investment and guess what ?
The cost of 3 years rental and all the
work done has been added to the final
price. The seller then makes profit on
charging more for the work  that has
been done. MY TIP Buy from the
local REALTOR listings and
consider    foreclosures that way
you will make more.
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The Kissimmee
Century 21 Office .
The FIRST Issue
An Intro & the Future



This is the First real PDF magazine.
This PDF magazine will evolve into
a online mag to start with and will
for the first few issues be made up
of just a few pages.  It is hoped
that others will be contributing
ideas articles and pictures to our
online mag and that eventually
the online issue will one day be on
the top shelf of the newsagents.
Thank you for your time and I look
forward to working with as many
positive people as possible to see
this online pdf mag  develop.
As always the very best regards

              Owen Dale

Century 21 Kissimmee on
the next page is a quick
example of what we will be
doing for Realtors and
brokers , get your office and
a few of your properties into
our pdf mag.
Being licensed and working
closely with Century 21 my-
self I welcome especially
ALL century 21 agents.
Although agents from other
companies are more than
welcome to become a part
of USALocations.

Calling all Property and
vacation companies .Please
help us to get  the best
possible deals for EU and UK
residents . JOIN and share
your tips tricks and advice
about anything  to do with the
USA. Claim your free
usalocations.com promotion
today

I have gone on and on about fully
Addressed property details . Since 2003 I have spoke about
many UK based experts just listing the pictures with no address
at all.
1. How do you check the neighbourhood?
2. How can you check the back taxes owed?
3. How exactly can you address your
Concerns if you do not even have the property address.
4. If you see a listing with no address ASK for one. If you can
not get one be very cautious.

Kissimmee
FLORIDA

Only a short drive away from ORLANDO International airport this C21
office is situated along H192. You are assured a very warm welcome
and if you call ask for Kish Munjal the broker. A very busy office with
agents coming and going all the time . Ever time I call into the office
where I have my license , it always shocks me how really helpful and
welcoming they all are .If you are ever passing just call in and say hi. The
coffee is great mind you so is the Tea as Kish was originally from the UK!.


